LEFT PHOTO
433x500

$500.00
PHOTO+WEBSITE DESIGN

RIGHT BACKGROUND PHOTO
567x500

LOGO IMAGE
approx. 300x64

Page Title
COLUMN 1
250 wide
500 characters max

COLUMN 2
250 wide
500 characters max

Simple Websites

for Artists, Musicians, and Entrepreneurs
Use our pre-designed Web Template 1 are an inexpensive way to get on the Internet
quickly. The package combines Sid’s professional photography with Dave’s ready-to-use
web template.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SID CEASER
WEB DEVELOPMENT BY DAVE SEAH

Our goal is to get you on the web with a minimum of fuss and expense, teaching you how
to maintain control of your critical domain name and web hosting needs. We’ll explain in
plain English how to maintain your domain name and web hosting yourself. We provide a
simple way to edit the text on your website, without the use of additional software or the
need to learn HTML.

THE COLLECTIVE 03060

FOR MORE INFO, EMAIL SID@CEASERPHOTOGRAPHY.COM or DAVID@DAVIDSEAH.COM

PHOTO WEBSITE PACKAGE 1
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PHOTO WEBSITE PACKAGE 1

T

his style of site is designed to provide just enough information to
encourage people to contact you
directly. People are not likely to spend a
lot of time reading, so keep the message
short and evocative enough to create
a positive impression. This approach
works well for entrepreneurial serviceoriented businesses, small events, and
individual product launches.
LEFT PHOTO
433x500

E

BASE PRICE US$500.00

ach page is best used to express a
single idea; the message should be
short and sweet, explaining what
you offer for what benefit. Accompanying photographs and/or illustration
support your messages. When done
right, the resulting set of words and images capture the essence of your offering, which makes it easier to share with
your audience.
RIGHT BACKGROUND PHOTO
567x500

The base package includes a profession headshot session (upper body) at
Ceaser Photography plus a customized
website template (below) from David
Seah Design.
Additional location photography sessions, design customization, and training is available at extra cost. Talk to Sid
or Dave for more information.
LOGO IMAGE
approx. 300x64

Page Title
COLUMN 1
250 wide
500 characters max

COLUMN 2
250 wide
500 characters max
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What’s Included: Photo

Included Customization

Your Responsibilities

Ceaser Photography headshots at studio. The digital image files are licensed
for your website and press kit use.

The design can accomodate up to 7 pages, hyperlinked as menu items, if the
titles are short.

$150 due on signing, with remainder
due on delivery to receive final files. Additionally:

Additional same-day location sessions
are $150/setup.

What’s Included: Web

The website source code is with your
provided text, images, and customized
colors, ready-to-deploy on your web
server.

The code of the website is structured
to help “search engine friendliness”.
Google Analytics is installed to help
track visitors to your website.

You can have up to 500 characters of
text in each column or 20 lines of text,
whichever is less.

This website design is always 1000 x
500 pixels, and does not stretch. The
text and background colors can change
to match the photography. The LEFT
PHOTO and RIGHT BACKGROUND PHOTO can be customized per-page. LOGO
IMAGE is the same for every page.
If your desired customization isn’t listed here, you may be able to add it as an
extra-cost option. Please ask!

• You’ll need to give us a list of pages
with the text for each page. If you
have a logo, you’ll need to provide it
to us.
• You will need to buy your own domain name and acquire web hosting.
• You’ll be editing and maintain your
website yourself when you want to
change it. We’ll provide the software
for it.
We’ll walk you through the steps. If you
need special customizations, additional
costs may apply.

